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Kirshta's master is dead. Can he use his half-completed magical training to save himself andhis

sister?Kirshta has survived the immolation of his teacher, the mad thikratta Ruyam. But now he's

alone, and desperate for some way to reunite with his sister and continue learning the thikratta's

arts. He takes a desperate gamble and convinces the captain of the imperial guard that he can

foresee their future and help them return safely to the capital. But now he has to scheme to make

his own prophecies come true, or he'll forfeit his sister's life---and his own.Meanwhile, Navran has

passed through the fires of the sorcerer Ruyam and sits uneasily on the throne of Virnas. But the

kingdom's finances are in total disarray, and his closest advisor is stripped away from him by a

treacherous friend. Can a comely newcomer to the kingdom help him put things in order?The

second volume of The Powers of Amur will take you from the palaces of the southern kingdoms to

the dungeons of the Emperor, in a rich and exhiliarating epic fantasy tale!
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I loved the first Powers of Amur book (Heir of Iron), and was excited to get back into the story with

Coin of Kings. While the first book primarily follows the story of Mandhi and Navram, Coin of Kings



branches out to follow some of the other characters, giving you a richer view of the world. The

widened scope focuses much more on the politics of the realm â€“ if you're a fan of subtle feints and

treacherous power grabs, I'd highly recommend it!As usual, Bangs' writing is beautiful, and the

world he's created is rich and wonderful.(I received an advanced copy of Coin of Kings.)

I was so excited to receive the next book in this series, because book one was filled with so much,

and left me wanting more.Book two does the exact same thing, all the while giving you a deeper

look into many of the characters. Of course there is Navran and Mandhi again, but we also get to

see more of Kirshta, whose story I was very interested in. Usually, when a book follows so many

different characters, it tends to get dull or hard to keep up with. Not Coin Of Kings.Bangs once again

weaves you into the magic of his world, and once there you do not want to leave. The writing flows

smoothly like water, taking you on a comfortable journey. I love this book, and can't wait to see

what's next!

I am hard to please, as a reader, to keep my interest. The story line was good to follow.

Another worthy entry in the story of Amur's ruling class.
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